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Abstract—This paper presents the use of rendered visual cues
as drop shadows and their impact on overall usability and
accuracy of grasping interactions for monitor-based exocentric
Augmented Reality (AR). We report on two conditions; grasping
with drop shadows and without drop shadows and analyse a
total of 1620 grasps of two virtual object types (cubes and
spheres). We report on the accuracy of one grasp type, the
Medium Wrap grasp, against Grasp Aperture (GAp), Grasp
Displacement (GDisp), completion time and usability metrics
from 30 participants. A comprehensive statistical analysis of the
results is presented giving comparisons of the inclusion of drop
shadows in AR grasping. Findings showed that the use of drop
shadows increases usability of AR grasping while significantly
decreasing task completion times. Furthermore, drop shadows
also significantly improve user’s depth estimation of AR object
position. However, this study also shows that using drop shadows
does not improve user’s object size estimation, which remains as
a problematic element in grasping AR interaction literature.

Index Terms—Augmented Reality, Interaction, HCI, Usability,
Serious Games

I. INTRODUCTION

Serious games and simulations have been largely used
for training workforce [1], as complex manufacturing tasks
have been a challenge for high value manufacturing com-
panies. Hands-on, or heavily technical training, have associ-
ated impediments such as the limited availability of physical
equipment, health and safety concerns if operating dangerous
machinery and the availability of highly qualified professionals
on site (see sidebar on p. 12 (numbers 1-3) for more on
physical training impediments).

New and current approaches mixing serious games with
immersive technologies such as Augmented and Mixed Reality
(AR/MR) have taken training to the next level, by incorporat-
ing on-demand and location-dependent instructions and tasks
to the work environment (see sidebar on p. 12 (number 4).
AR enables the user’s view of reality to be combined with on
demand virtual content that appears to be registered in the real
world which can often be interacted with. This growth of AR
applications outside traditional Human Computer Interaction
(HCI) research environments implies that AR technology is
currently being used outside laboratory environments, posing
a unique opportunity for the evolution of Serious Games for
training; i.e. enabling users to physically assemble virtual
structures or displaying context-aware augmented information

in the workplace [2]. As such, there is an urgent need to
understand how people interact with immersive systems to
make sure serious games in AR can reach their full potential.

AR interaction uses a wide variety of interfaces and wear-
able options, making the technology highly configurable to
many possible serious games training scenarios. However,
these emerging technologies currently have no established de-
sign guidelines or interaction metaphors [3], with researchers
and developers creating their own. This leads to a lack of
consistency in AR interactions and can thus introduce barriers
into the wider application of AR.

When creating new interactive systems in AR, several
studies rely on predefined sets of gestures for natural interac-
tion (see sidebar on p. 12 (number 5)), therefore two different
interactions are required for real and virtual objects in the
same space (i.e. in a manufacturing scenario interacting with
a virtual Wrench in AR would require one interaction type
and interacting simultaneously with a real screwdriver would
require another). There is however, a growing trend for the
use of physical freehand interaction, defined as the interaction
that act physically on the virtual object as if it was a real
object. Researchers are evolving gesture interactions to physi-
cal interactions, thus, mimicking the interaction performed in
the real world, into AR/MR environments [4] and improving
interaction consistency. However, insights into how different
factors can affect quality and reliability of this interaction are
still lacking.

Several studies have explored the easiness and naturalness
of user defined gesture interaction [5], [6] and recent literature
has included the analysis of grasping in AR environments,
highlighting its limitations and challenges [7], [8]. Other
contributions have focused on the importance of visual cues
for improving depth judgements in AR [9], [10]. However, no
previous studies have combined the use of visual cues and their
impact on overall usability and accuracy of grasping in AR.
This study aims to address problems in virtual object size and
location estimation highlighted in [7], [8] by evaluating the
use of drop shadows, posing as the first study to evaluate the
use of rendering techniques in exocentric freehand grasping
environment for usability and user interaction purposes. Find-
ings of this study can be used as guidelines for interaction
design, helping developers and designers to select the most



suitable visual cues for facilitating a more natural interaction
with AR objects.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Freehand Interaction

Freehand based interaction approaches involve hand-based
interactions, ranging from table top and gesture-based tech-
niques to grasping techniques, without placing any additional
sensory or feedback devices on the hand or arm. Early
research assessed hand and arm motions in primitive daily
tasks such as pointing, reaching and tilting in table top
AR rehabilitation systems by projecting virtual objects on
a table top interface (see sidebar on p. 12 (number 6)). In
handheld AR interfaces, freehand gesture-based interactions
with virtual objects such as moving and scaling of virtual
objects were facilitated using depth information of thumb and
index fingers (see sidebar on p. 12 (number 7)). Freehand
gestures were also used for selecting and manipulating virtual
objects in AR using a Leap Motion sensor that tracked
hand movements (see sidebar on p. 12 (numbers 8 and 9)).
While gesture-based interaction is still the most common form
of freehand interaction, this presents some limitations and
challenges. Notably, gestures may not be easy to remember,
and long interactions may result in fatigue and discomfort, as
interaction with no physical support is tiring (see sidebar on
p. 12 (number 10)).

To overcome these limitations, researchers are evolving
gesture interactions into physical interactions, thus, com-
pletely mimicking interactions performed in the real world,
into AR/MR environments. Several studies have explored the
easiness and naturalness of user defined gesture interaction;
For example, Weichel et al. proposed a MR environment
for personal fabrication using in-space gesture interaction [5],
while Billinghurst et al. [11] facilitated freehand gesture-based
interactions such as precision grasping to pick and move
virtual objects by using depth information of the fingertips.
Their work highlighted the importance of choosing gestures
that reflect real world interactions.

B. Freehand Grasping

In the real world, freehand grasping is defined as the
physical manual grip between a human hand and a real object
without utilisation of any wearable devices and is an intuitive
interaction technique by nature due to the highly complex
structure of the human hand. This complexity offers a unique
interplay between the fingers that is not necessarily present
in gesture-based interaction techniques. Within AR, freehand
grasping is a subset of freehand interaction methods, and is
defined as the virtual extension to its definition in the real
world; it is the manual grip between a (real) user and a (virtual)
object without the utilisation of wearable sensors.

Freehand grasping is the most common human way of
communication and controlling objects in the real world,
underpinning powerful interactions due to hands multiple
degrees of freedom (see sidebar on p. 12 (number 10)). This
interaction paradigm has been linked to ease of access and

naturalness in the literature due to the absence of constraints
imposed by wearable devices and its potential in delivering
natural, intuitive and effective interactions (see sidebar on p.
12 (numbers 11-15) for examples).

Recent literature in this field include the analysis of grasping
in AR, stepping away from gesture interaction; freehand grasp-
ing in AR was presented in [4], where finger positions were
detected using a depth camera to allow for direct interaction
using grasping with virtual objects. A first analysis of the
accuracy of freehand grasping of virtual objects and its funda-
mental problems in exocentric AR was also presented in [12].
Freehand interactions that included grasping were also adopted
using marker-less tracking to assess upper motor impairments
in stroke patients based on recommendations by members of
the clinical community (see sidebar on p. 12 (numbers 16
and 17), where the use of wearable sensors was not feasible
due to their potential interference with natural body motion,
and freehand grasping in this case offered a more meaningful
assessment of upper limb impairments through a natural way
of interaction with virtual objects that resembles interaction in
real life. Improvements to freehand grasping accuracy using
an enhanced visual feedback method in exocentric AR were
also presented in [7].

C. Drop Shadows as a Depth Cue

Shadows are a crucial depth cue for humans in perceiving
the 3D world around them and are useful in understanding size
and position of virtual objects, the geometry of the surrounding
environment and geometry of occluding objects or bodies.
Current research offers strong evidence for the wide use,
applications and impact of shadows as a depth cue in AR
environments. For example, Diaz et al. [10] recently evaluated
the impact of different rendering effects such as shading,
cast shadows, aerial perspective and texture on perceptual
depth matching tasks, where users were instructed to match
the position of various virtual shapes to real world targets
along the z axis using an HMD (HoloLens). Their work
illustrated that shadows consistently had the largest impact on
depth estimation in comparison to the other rendering features,
whereas other cues such as shading, aerial perspective and
texture did not have a significant impact on depth estimation
when used on their own, however still showed improvements
when combined with other depth cues (such as shadows).
Interestingly, Diaz et al. also highlighted that users preferred
drop shadows more than cast shadows even though cast
shadows were more realistic in comparison to real world
shadows, this was attributed to the effective human tolerance
of imperfections in shadows as suggested in early studies in
visual perception (see sidebar on p. 12 (numbers 18 and 19)).

While there is evidence of visual cues improving depth
estimation and perception in AR [9], [10], no work has
addressed the influence of visual cues such as drop shadows on
users’ perceived usability and overall accuracy when grasping
virtual objects in AR. This study is the first to analyse
drop shadow use in AR freehand grasping to overcome the
reported incorrect virtual object size and location problems



reported in [8] and long reach to grasp task completion times
highlighted in [7].

III. METHODS

This paper presents two studies to quantify the influence
of drop shadows on grasp accuracy in exocentric Augmented
Reality (AR), that is an AR environment where users can
directly interact with virtual objects that are viewed by users
through a feedback monitor, using two virtual object types
(cubes and spheres). This study focuses on grasp type, the
medium wrap grasp, that is defined in the literature (see
sidebar on p. 12 (numbers 20 and 21)) as the most common
and versatile grasp in daily tasks (see Fig. 1a). A between
participants design is applied where 30 participants were
divided between both conditions: no shadows (see Fig. 1b) and
shadows (see Fig. 1c). This between subjects experiment
design was chosen following the methodologies presented
in [7], [8], thus supporting an easy comparison with prior
work. Every permutation of position was randomly presented
to participants to exclude potential learning effects. In total,
each participant completed 27 object positions and 810 grasps
per condition (27 trials × 15 participants × 2 virtual objects),
with findings compared to test the influence of drop shadows
on grasp accuracy. To represent the accuracy of a grasp
independent of additional rendering, for both experiments,
the baseline virtual object types which have not undergone
complex rendering and represent a simple abstract shape are
used (order of virtual objects was counter-balanced).

A. System Architecture

The system integrated the use of a Microsoft Kinect 2 and
a SyncMasterX6 1 monitor. Experiments were developed in
C++ using Kinect SDK. Autodesk Maya for modelling 3D
objects, OpenCV for video processing and OpenGL for real
time presentation of 3D virtual objects.

B. Environment

Users stood 2500mm away from the feedback monitor and
Kinect2 sensor under controlled and constant lighting condi-
tions (see Fig. 2c), following the recommendation of Kinect2
manufacturers 2. The test room was lit by a 2700k (warm
white) fluorescent with controlled external light source. The
virtual object z planes were placed at 2000mm, 2200mm and
2400mm distances away from the sensor as in Fig. 2. The floor
was covered flat white to clearly distinguish the drop shadows.
Layer based occlusion was also enabled during grasping
interaction using the real-time depth and skeletal information
of the scene and hand joints coming from the Kinect2 sensor,
allowing freehand movement behind, in front or simultane-
ously in front and behind virtual objects. Conditions of both
experiments are shown in Fig. 2, where experiment 2 is a
replication of experiment 1 with the addition of drop shadows.
Experiment 1 was used as a baseline experiment.

1www.samsung.com/us/support/owners/product/lcd-monitor-md230-series
2https://support.xbox.com/en-GB/xbox-360/accessories/kinect-sensor-setup

C. Metrics

Interactivity is defined in this work as the users’ ability to
interact with the virtual objects and precision as the level of
control the user has when interacting. In this paper the measure
of precision would be how accurately the user can grasp the
virtual object, while we report on interactivity as the perceived
system usability.

1) Precision Metrics: To assess the potential of drop shad-
ows, this study performs a replication of the experiment
presented in Al-Kalbani et al. [8]. We use the Grasp Aperture
(GAp) and Grasp Displacement (GDisp) metrics defined in
equations 1 and 2 from the grasp model presented in [8] (see
Fig. 1a).

GAp =
√
(Px −Bx)2 + (Py −By)2 + (Pz −Bz)2 (1)

GDisp =

((
gmpx + palmx

2

)
− ompx,(

gmpy + palmy

2

)
− ompy,(

gmpz + palmz

2

)
− ompz

) (2)

Where GAp is the distance between the index and the thumb
fingers in the x, y and z axes, and Px, Py and Pz are the
co-ordinates of the index finger tip, and Bx, By and Bz are
co-ordinates of the thumb tip. GDisp is the distance between
the grasp middle point (gmp) and the virtual object middle
point (omp) in the x, y, and z axes (see Fig. 1a). Index, palm
and thumb positions were obtained from the Kinect2.

Additionally, completion time was defined as the time it
took to complete the grasping of the object. It was measured
as the time in seconds from the auditory cue that marked the
start of every trial up to when the participant informed the test
coordinator that he/she was satisfied with the grasp performed.

2) Interaction Metrics: Interaction metrics are defined as
the subjective metrics obtained from users using observation,
the System Usability Scale (SUS) (see sidebar on p. 12
(number 22) for more on the SUS questionnaire) and a post-
test questionnaire.

D. Statistical Analysis

Due to the repeated measures design of this study and the
format of the data collected being non-parametric and not
normally distributed, statistical significance between the two
independent groups in this study (drop shadows and no drop
shadows) is tested using a non-parametric Wilcoxon signed-
rank test with an alpha of 1%.

E. Hypotheses

Following the methodology defined in this paper and the
fact that there is no previous literature investigating the impact
of drop shadows on virtual object grasping accuracy and task
completion times, we propose the following null hypotheses:



(a) Medium Wrap Grasp Measurements

(b) No drop shadows condition

(c) Drop shadows condition

Fig. 1: 1a: displays grasp measurements required for Grasp Aperture (GAp) and grasp middle point (gmp). 1b: shows
representative examples of the no shadows condition. 1c: shows representative examples of the shadows condition.

(a) Interaction space

(b) Environment (c) User view

Fig. 2: Environment and interaction space for both conditions
drop shadows and no shadows. Objects were positioned in 27
positions away from the Kinect2 sensor

• H1: Adding drop shadows in freehand grasping of virtual
objects has no effect on a) grasp aperture and b) grasp
displacement

• H2: Adding drop shadows in freehand grasping of virtual
objects has no effect on task completion time

F. Participants

30 right-handed participants ranged in age from 22 to 56
(M = 30.93 yrs, SD = 8.48 yrs), in arm length from 480mm
to 660mm (M = 540.59mm, SD = 40.08mm), in hand size
from 130mm to 210mm (M = 185.20mm, SD = 14.67mm),
in height from 1558mm to 1940mm (M = 1729.83mm, SD
= 84.45mm) and 8 were female and 22 male. Taking into
account balance in hand size, arm length, gender, age and
height, participants were separated into two groups of 15 for
each condition drop shadows and no drop shadows.

G. Protocol

Participants underwent initial training of the medium wrap
grasp on real and virtual objects and were given time to
familiarise themselves with the environment in this study. The
test coordinator explained the procedure and participants could
rest before the presentation of every new object position. Each
experiment was formed of a 5 minutes training/instruction
session, 10 minutes of grasping a cuboid object, 5 minutes
break and 10 minutes of grasping a spherical object (see
Figures 1b and 1c).

After completing the test, participants were asked to fill in
two usability questionnaires and a set of questions regarding
their interaction with the system. The usability of the system
was evaluated by a user satisfaction test based on the System
Usability Scale (SUS). This questionnaire consists of 10 items,
which were evaluated by using a Likert scale ranging from 1
(strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree). Through feedback
from the two questionnaires, the ease of use and usability of
drop shadows is evaluated.

H. Procedure

For the two experiments (with and without drop shadows),
participants were instructed to accurately locate and match



their grasp aperture and position to the size and location of the
virtual object considering time and accuracy using a medium
wrap grasp (see Fig. 1a). 27 different object locations were
used (see Fig. 2a), covering a working range of 400mm from
participants. Following the results presented in [8] the object
sizes with the most accurate user results in terms of matching
Grasp Aperture (GAp) to object size, 80mm for cubes and
70mm for spheres, are used for this study and were unchanged
throughout the two experiments.

Before interaction, an object (cube or sphere) appeared
to participants on the feedback monitor, each object had 27
different positions. A countdown of 5 seconds followed by an
auditory cue was used as an indicator for participants to start
grasping the object. During the experiment, all participants
were instructed to verbally inform the test coordinator that
they are satisfied with the grasp they have performed, and
maintain the grasp for 5 seconds while the measurements of
finger positions (see Fig. 1a) are captured by the Kinect2 and
stored.

IV. RESULTS

A. Precision Metrics - Grasp Aperture (GAp)
1) Results:
• 2000mm Z plane: Statistically significant difference in

GAp between the drop shadows and no drop shadows
conditions in different positions was found for cubes (Z
= 1.41 ×107, p < 0.01) and spheres (Z = 1.71 ×107,
p < 0.01)

• 2200mm Z plane: Statistically significant difference in
GAp between the drop shadows and no drop shadows
conditions in different positions was found for grasping
cubes (Z = 1.53 ×107, p < 0.01) and spheres (Z = 1.60
×107, p < 0.01)

• 2400mm Z plane: Statistically significant difference in
GAp between the drop shadows and no drop shadows
conditions in different positions was found for cubes (Z
= 1.40 ×107, p < 0.01) but not spheres (Z = 1.43 ×107,
p > 0.01)

2) Analysis: Users overestimated object size in both the
drop shadows and no drop shadows conditions across all z
planes. Despite the constant size of virtual objects in this
study a high variation in Grasp Aperture (GAp) was shown
by users across all z planes. For cubes, GAp ranged from
69.49mm ± 17.75mm to 93.77mm ± 20.67mm in the no drop
shadows condition, whereas a wider range from 61.89mm ±
17.75mm to 99.45mm ± 20.67mm was shown in the drop
shadows condition. In contrast for spheres, GAp ranged from
65.74mm ± 14.15mm to 87.69mm ± 23.38mm in the drop
shadows condition, whereas a narrower range from 59.78mm
± 21.45mm to 84.17mm ± 21.04mm was shown in the drop
shadows condition.

This high variation in Grasp Aperture (GAp) is attributed
to the lack of tactile feedback in the hand from the object and
is comparable to previous studies in the literature [7], [8].

Users presented the highest accuracy in terms of matching
their GAp to object sizes in the 2200mm z plane for cubes

in both conditions (drop shadows and no drop shadows), with
a mean overestimation of 2.26mm ± 24.43mm in the drop
shadows condition, and a mean overestimation of 4.77mm
± 27.75mm in the no drop shadows condition (see Fig. 3).
Similarly for spheres, users also presented the highest accuracy
in GAp in the 2200mm z plane in the drop shadows condition
with a mean overestimation of 3.67mm ± 19.95mm, and in
the 2400mm z plane in the no drop shadows condition with a
mean overestimation of 7.19mm ± 22.82mm. However, this
was comparable to the mean overestimation in the 2200mm
z plane for spheres (7.37mm ± -48.33mm) as the difference
between the two planes was not significant (p > 0.01). This
preference for the middle z plane is in alignment with findings
reported in previous studies [7], [8].

B. Precision Metrics - Completion time

1) Results:
• 2000mm Z plane: Statistically significant difference in

completion time between the drop shadows and no drop
shadows conditions in different positions was found for
cubes (Z = 1.72 ×107, p < 0.01) and spheres (Z = 1.55
×107, p < 0.01)

• 2200mm Z plane: Statistically significant difference in
completion time between the drop shadows and no drop
shadows conditions in different positions was found for
cubes (Z = 1.63 ×107, p < 0.01) and spheres (Z = 1.37
×107, p < 0.01)

• 2400mm Z plane: Statistically significant difference in
completion time between the drop shadows and no drop
shadows conditions in different positions was found for
cubes (Z = 1.68 ×107, p < 0.01) and spheres (Z = 1.29
×107, p < 0.01)

2) Analysis: As shown in Fig. 4, mean completion time
was lower across the positions in the drop shadows condition
compared to the no shadows condition.

Participants consistently presented shortest completion
times in the 2200mm z plane for cubes and spheres in both
conditions (drop shadows and no drop shadows) across all
positions. For cubes, mean completion time in this particular
z plane was 7.95s ± 3.82s in the drop shadows condition
and 9.01s ± 4.31s in the no drop shadows condition. For
spheres, mean completion time was 7.62s ± 2.96s in the drop
shadows condition, and 7.70s ± 3.96s in the no drop shadows
condition. This preference for the 2200mm z plane can be
attributed to the convenience of its position in relation to the
bio-mechanical reach of users, as this plane is not as physically
demanding as the furthest and closest z planes.

Participants also showed shortest mean completion times in
the Centre positions alongside the y axis across all z planes
for cubes with a mean completion time of 7.74s ± 3.69s in
the drop shadows condition, and in Top positions in the no
drop shadows condition with a longer mean completion time
of 9.51s ± 5.60s. For spheres, participants showed the shortest
mean completion time across all z planes in the Top positions
with a mean completion time of 7.64s ± 3.39s in the drop
shadows condition, and in the Centre positions in the no drop
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(a) Drop shadows
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(b) No drop shadows

Fig. 3: Grasp aperture (GAp) for different object positions in the three z planes in this experiment (2000mm, 2200mm and
2400mm). 3a: Drop shadows used. 3b: No drop shadows used. White points on boxplots indicate the mean GAp across all
participants for each size. Whiskers represent the highest and lowest values within 1.5 and 3.0 times the interquartile range

shadows condition with a shorter mean completion time of
7.52s ± 3.50s in the no drop shadows condition.

Alongside the x axis, participants showed the shortest
completion time in the Centre positions for cubes with mean
completion times of 7.79s ± 3.88s in the drop shadows
condition and 8.99s ± 4.60s in the no drop shadows condition.
Centre positions also showed the shortest completion times
for spheres across all conditions (drop shadows and no drop
shadows), with a mean completion time of 7.63s ± 3.20s
in the drop shadows condition and 7.87s ± 5.69s in the no
drop shadows condition. These interaction regions across the
x (Centre and Right) and y (Centre and Top) axis are usually
preferred by users as they are easily accessible using grasp

to reach movements and feel more natural to interact within
using the right dominant hand.

In terms of virtual object type, users showed less task
completion time in grasping spheres than cubes and this was
consistent in all z planes. This shows that users required less
time to locate spheres, this was evident during the study as
users informally expressed that spheres are easier to interact
with than cubes. The lesser need to adjust the posture of a
grasp after locating spheres due to their smaller size in com-
parison to cubes and shape attributes could have potentially
also influenced completion time spent by users when grasping
spheres.
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(a) Cubes
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Fig. 4: Task completion times for different object positions in the three z planes in this study (2000mm, 2200mm and
2400mm). 4a: Cubes. 4b: Spheres. White points on boxplots indicate the mean completion time across all participants for
each size. Whiskers represent the highest and lowest values within 1.5 and 3.0 times the interquartile range

C. Precision Metrics - Grasp Displacement (GDisp)

1) Results:

• 2000mm Z plane: Statistically significant difference in
between the drop shadows and no drop shadows condi-
tions in different positions were found in GDispx for
cubes (Z = 1.26 ×107, p < 0.01) and spheres (Z = 1.33
×107, p < 0.01), in GDispy for spheres (Z = 1.30 ×107,
p < 0.01) and in GDispz for cubes (Z = 1.35 ×107,
p > 0.01) and spheres (Z = 1.30 ×107, p < 0.01). No
significant differences were found in GDispy for cubes
(Z = 1.42 ×107, p > 0.01) between conditions in this
plane.

• 2200mm Z plane: Statistically significant difference in
between the drop shadows and no drop shadows condi-
tions in different positions were found in GDispx for
cubes (Z = 1.29 ×107, p < 0.01) and spheres (Z = 1.35
×107, p < 0.01), in GDispy for cubes (Z = 1.39 ×107,
p > 0.01) and spheres (Z = 1.38 ×107, p < 0.01), and
in GDispz for cubes (Z = 1.38 ×107, p > 0.01) and
spheres (Z = 1.38 ×107, p < 0.01).

• 2400mm Z plane: Statistically significant difference in
between the drop shadows and no drop shadows condi-
tions in different positions were found in GDispx for
cubes (Z = 1.38 ×107, p < 0.01) and spheres (Z =
1.25 ×107, p < 0.01), in GDispy for spheres (Z = 1.39



×107, p < 0.01) and in GDispz for spheres (Z = 1.40
×107, p < 0.01). No significant differences were found
for cubes in GDispy (Z = 1.49 ×107, p > 0.01) and
GDispz (Z = 1.47 ×107, p > 0.01) between conditions
in this plane.

2) Analysis: Users showed a mean GDispx of 36.39mm
± 53.57mm in the no drop shadows condition across all
positions, and a higher mean of 43.47mm ± 35.36mm in the
drop shadows condition. For spheres, users showed a mean
GDispx of 20.92mm ± 36.83mm in the no drop shadows
condition across all positions, and again a higher mean of
27.43mm ± 32.25mm in the drop shadows condition.

Users showed higher GDispx in the drop shadows con-
dition, adding drop shadows as a depth cue increased the
range of GDispx. For cubes GDispx ranged from 4.89mm ±
33.18mm to 76.10mm ± 33.73mm in the no drop shadows
condition, and a higher range from 12.87mm ± 24.68mm
to 96.25mm ± 55.38mm in the drop shadows condition.
Similarly for spheres, GDispx ranged in the no drop shad-
ows conditions from 0.59mm ± 24.48mm to 57.39mm ±
72.55mm, and from 0.75mm ± 13.99mm to 74.32mm ±
26.65mm in the drop shadows condition (see Fig. 5).

As shown in Fig. 5, users presented the lowest GDispx
in the 2000mm z plane for cubes in both conditions (drop
shadows and no drop shadows), with a mean GDispx of
36.88mm ± 28.11mm in the drop shadows condition, and
a mean of 27.40mm ± 66.60mm in the no drop shadows
condition across all positions. Similarly for spheres, users also
presented the lowest GDispx in the 2000mm z plane in both
conditions (drop shadows and no drop shadows) with a mean
GDispx of 20.47mm ± 21.97mm across all positions in the
drop shadows condition, and a mean GDispx of 7.19mm ±
22.82mm in the no drop shadows condition. This preference
for the furthest z plane from users (2000mm) is potentially
attributed to the spatial position of this particular plane being
at the extremity of the average arm reach of users, thus users,
in this case, were accurate in terms of grasp placement in
the x axis as the environment design did not allow the arm
reach to extend beyond this plane, thus reducing the amount
of potential errors in grasp placement in the x axis.

Lowest mean GDispx was shown by users in the Top
positions alongside the y axis across all z planes for cubes with
a mean GDispx of 36.38mm ± 25.03mm in the drop shadows
condition, and a mean GDispx of 30.94mm ± 36.24mm in
the no drop shadows condition. Users also presented lowest
GDispx in Top positions for spheres with a mean GDispx
of 22.52mm ± 24.48mm in the drop shadows condition, and
a mean GDispx of 16.60mm ± 35.69mm in the no drop
shadows condition.

Alongside the x axis, users showed the lowest GDispx in
Right positions across all z planes for cubes with a mean
GDispx of 21.97mm ± 24.10mm in the drop shadows and
a mean GDispx of 10.22mm ± 65.61mm in the no drop
shadows condition. Right positions also provided the lowest
GDispx in grasping spheres with a mean GDispx of 5.89mm
± 19.47mm in the drop shadows condition, and a mean

GDispx of 1.95mm ± 26.64mm in the no drop shadows
condition.
GDispy presented the lowest displacement in this study

for both objects and conditions (drop shadows and no drop
shadows) under test. Users grasping cubes showed a mean
GDispy of 9.12mm ± 41.94mm in the no drop shadows
condition and a lower mean of 8.97mm ± 28.43mm in the
drop shadows condition. In contrast for spheres, a lower mean
GDispy of 5.22mm ± 47.49mm was found in the no drop
shadows condition and a higher mean of 7.07mm ± 30.38mm
in the drop shadows condition.

Similar to GDispx, users presented lowest GDispy in the
2000mm z plane for cubes in the drop shadows condition
with a mean GDispy of 5.21mm ± 20.43mm, and in the
2200mm z plane in the no drop shadows condition with a
higher mean GDispy of 7.07mm ± 33.48mm in this particular
z plane. For spheres, users presented lowest mean GDispy
in the 2000mm z plane for both conditions, with a mean of
4.24mm ± 21.64mm in the drop shadows condition, and a
lower GDispy mean of 2.72mm ± 32.81mm in the no drop
shadows condition (see Fig. 5). Like GDispx, this plane shows
lowest GDispy due to its spatial position at the extremity of
the arm reach, thus limiting any potential errors by users along
the y axis.

Lowest mean GDispy was shown across all z planes by
users in Centre positions alongside the y axis for cubes in both
conditions (drop shadows and no drop shadows) with a mean
of 7.24mm ± 17.60mm in the drop shadows condition, and a
higher mean of 10.67mm ± 37.45mm in the no drop shadows
condition. Centre positions also showed lowest GDispy for
spheres in both conditions with a mean of 3.89mm ± 15.91mm
in the drop shadows condition and a lower mean of 2.12mm ±
21.79mm in the no drop shadows condition. This preference
for Centre and Right positions is expected and in alignment
with findings for GDispx as all users in this study were right-
handed.

However alongside the x axis, users showed the lowest mean
GDispy in Left positions for grasping cubes in both conditions
(drop shadows and no drop shadows), with a mean GDispy
of 6.55mm ± 27.59mm in the drop shadows condition, and
a mean GDispy of 3.80mm ± 42.22mm in the no drop
shadows condition. Users were also more accurate in Left
positions in grasping spheres in both the drop shadows and no
drop shadows conditions, with a mean GDispy of 3.24mm ±
33.35mm in the drop shadows condition, and a mean GDispy
of 3.52mm ± 63.12mm in the no drop shadows condition.
This is surprising as all users in this study were right handed,
however, this highlights how highly varied GDispy can be
between individual users, as Right positions were consistently
second best in terms of low mean GDispy.

Adding drop shadows as a depth cue alongside occlusion
generally reduced the mean GDispz, where drop shadows
outperformed the no drop shadows condition in the majority
of trials (35 out of the 54 individual trials in this test), with
27 of the 35 showing statistical significance (p < 0.01).

Adding drop shadows also reduced the amount of variation
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(c) Drop shadows - Spheres
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(d) No drop shadows - Spheres

Fig. 5: Grasp middle point (gmp) placement in the x and y axes for cubes and spheres of all participants in 3 z planes (2000mm
- 2200mm - 2400mm). 5a and 5c: Drop shadows used. 5b and 5d: No Drop shadows used. Density heat maps indicate gmp
placement across participants (red indicates higher density)

of users in depth estimation, thus even if users were not
accurate in depth estimation, they were more confident in their
grasp placement along the z axis and were more clustered
around the object as seen in Figures 6a and 6b.

Users showed lowest mean GDispz in the 2000mm z plane
for grasping cubes in both conditions (drop shadows and no
drop shadows), where users showed a mean GDispz of -
7.10mm ± 56.91mm in the drop shadows condition, and a
mean GDispz of -17.09mm ± 100.62mm in the no drop shad-
ows condition. Similarly for grasping spheres, users showed
a mean GDispz of 4.11mm ± 54.35mm in the drop shadows
condition, and a mean GDispz of -2.05mm ± 91.69mm in the
no drop shadows condition. This preference for the furthest

z plane from users (2000mm) can again be attributed to the
spatial position of the plane, that limits the amount of false
depth estimation due to its position at the extremity of the
average arm reach of users.

Users presented the lowest mean GDispz in the Bottom
positions alongside the y axis across all z planes in grasping
cubes in both conditions (drop shadows and no drop shadows),
with a mean GDispz of -38.98mm ± 99.40mm in the drop
shadows condition, and a mean GDispz of -57.20mm ±
155.95mm in the no drop shadows condition. Bottom positions
also showed lowest mean GDispz for spheres in both the drop
shadows and no drop shadows conditions, with a mean of -
22.28mm ± 103.04mm in the drop shadows condition, and
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(a) Grasp middle point (gmp) placement in the z axis for cubes and spheres of all participants in 3 z planes (2000mm - 2200mm - 2400mm)
in the drop shadows condition
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(b) Grasp middle point (gmp) placement in the z axis for cubes and spheres of all participants in 3 z planes (2000mm - 2200mm - 2400mm)
in the no drop shadows condition

Fig. 6: Grasp middle point (gmp) placement in the z axis for cubes (black squares) and spheres (black circles) of all participants
in 3 z planes (starting from top row in the order: 2000mm - 2200mm - 2400mm) using 6a: drop shadows and 6b: No drop
shadows. Density heat maps indicate gmp placement across participants (red indicates higher density)



a mean GDispz of -40.29mm ± 126.65mm in the no drop
shadows condition. This is surprising as the Bottom positions
consistently presented the highest user errors in terms of GAp,
GDispx, GDispy and presented the longest completion times
for both conditions and object types. This can potentially
be attributed to the position of the arm during grasping,
wherein Bottom positions the position of the arm may not
be obstructing the view of the user of the feedback monitor.

Alongside the x axis (see Figures 6a and 6b), users showed
the lowest mean GDispz in Right positions across all z planes
for grasping cubes in both conditions (drop shadows and no
drop shadows), with a mean GDispz of -32.79mm ± 79.92mm
in the drop shadows condition and a mean GDispz of -
63.36mm ± 140.99mm in the no drop shadows condition.
Users also showed lowest mean GDispz in Right positions for
grasping spheres in both conditions (drop shadows and no drop
shadows), with a mean GDispz of -30.54mm ± 95.31mm in
the drop shadows condition, and a mean GDispz of -37.77mm
± 124.95mm in the no drop shadows condition.

In terms of virtual object type, adding drop shadows reduced
GDispz for both objects in all z planes in the majority
of positions. Drop shadows also reduced variation in depth
estimation for both objects in all z planes, thus users were
more confident and more accurate in their gmp placement
along the z axis with the presence of drop shadows. This
shows that drop shadows can aid in depth perception of virtual
objects when integrated in an AR environment as in this study,
especially in the z axis where the real depth of objects cannot
be perceived using only the feedback monitor and relying on
occlusion alone as a depth cue can still result in false depth
perception as shown previously in [8].

D. Interaction Metrics - Usability

SUS average score for the use of drop shadows in this study
was 81.16 (SD = 11.56). This rating of drop shadows was
higher than the rating of the no drop shadows condition (78.17
(SD = 14.13)) and is classified as “GOOD and highly ac-
ceptable” in the SUS rankings. No significant results between
conditions were found for the SUS scores.

In terms of easiness of tasks, the no drop shadows condition
scored marginally higher (3.93 / 5.00) than the drop shadows
condition (3.80 / 5.00). Users had lower task completion times
in the drop shadows condition, potentially due to the fact that
grasping without drop shadows in this study is not challenged
or corrected. In contrast with the addition of drop shadows
interaction can be corrected using this additional depth cue,
along with the additional cognitive load that is present.

Users have also indicated that changes in virtual object
position between different z planes and in the x and y axes
were more perceptible with the use of drop shadows (4.80 /
5.00) than without them (3.87 / 5.00). In addition, 9 out of
15 users (60.0%) have indicated that they relied on both drop
shadows and occlusion that is implemented in the baseline
setup for this work. This is in alignment with current research
that states that depth cues can be more effective when used
alongside shadows [10].

E. Hypothesis - Reviewed

H1:Rejected as statistically significant results were found
for drop shadows condition showing that adding drop shadows
in grasping virtual objects has a significant effect on GAp,
GDisp in all axes (x, y and z) and task completion time.

H2:Rejected as statistically significant results were found
for drop shadows condition showing that adding drop shadows
in grasping virtual objects has a significant effect on task
completion time.

V. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

This article presented a first study evaluating the use of drop
shadows to assist in freehand grasping of virtual objects in AR.
The impact of drop shadows on grasp accuracy was quantified
in a user experiment under two primary conditions: drop
shadows and no drop shadows using two virtual object types
(cubes and spheres), where grasp accuracy in this study was
measured using the proposed metrics in [8]; Grasp Aperture
(GAp) and Grasp Displacement (GDisp). This study has also
addressed the key problems found in previous literature [7],
namely long task completion times and inaccurate estimation
of virtual object size.

Findings in this study have illustrated that using drop
shadows significantly reduces task completion times found
in the literature [7] and also significantly improved depth
estimation of virtual objects in the z axis for both virtual
object types (cubes and spheres). This is in alignment with
current research in AR that illustrate that drop shadows have
the largest impact on depth estimation [10].

In terms of accuracy, users performed better in matching
grasp aperture to object size in the no shadows condition than
the drop shadows condition in the majority of positions. This
indicates that adding drop shadows as a depth cue in freehand
grasping can significantly influence grasp aperture accuracy,
however not necessarily improve overall GAp estimation as
users performed better without drop shadows in the majority of
positions. This negative impact of drop shadows on matching
to the object size can be attributed to additional cognitive
load in the process of grasping, wherein the no drop shadows
condition users were solely focused on GAp estimation.
This effect was also present in the literature [7], where an
additional depth cue (dual view) was used, where users did not
show improvements in GAp using dual view visual feedback,
possibly being more focused on correcting the spatial position
of their grasp using the second view. This finding informs
developers and designers of discrepancies in virtual object size
estimation during grasping that present a fundamental problem
for grasping interactions in AR using GAp.

Future work will consider different methods by which
virtual object grasping can be improved in AR, especially
focusing on improving virtual object size estimation using
GAp as findings in this work have illustrated that drop
shadows do not improve size estimation using GAp, thus
remaining a problematic aspect of grasping interactions in
AR. In addition, future work will explore methods that can
be transferable to different AR interfaces, as the use of drop



shadows in AR applications is not always feasible due to
the limited FOV that current AR systems have, thus users
are not always guaranteed to be able to visualise the whole
environment with drop shadows as implemented in this study.
Future studies will also evaluate if results in this work are
maintained with different virtual object shapes (i.e. real-world
objects and complex shapes), and grasp types that extend
beyond the medium wrap grasp used in this work.

Findings in this work build on previous AR approaches
that resulted in more accurate depth judgements, and further
emphasise the importance of drop shadows to assist users in
interaction in AR, especially when accurate depth judgements
are required such as manufacturing and maintenance applica-
tions. Finally, this analysis of drop shadows in AR can be
valuable for applications where a more natural, accurate and
usable grasping interaction with virtual objects is required.
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